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FOREWORD

The measurement of structural change at industry level is of certain

interest both for the firms comprising that industry and from the view

point of economic policy making. In an analytical framework the structure

of an industry is as rich as the industry production function so that

the economic analysis of an industry's structure and structural change

in an industry is a task full of problems.

We may say that the conventional production function analysis with per

fect and cost less malleability of inputs, a method based on econometrics,

and the hypothesis of a representative firm as depicting the industry

are not very appropriate an approach for structural analysis. This is

so because the efficiencies of the micro-units within an industry do

not differ from each other in a neutral way in the real world, which

would be a necessary and sufficient condition for identifying the pro

duction function in econometric approaches.

A richer approach to the analysis of an industry - also based on the

production theory - is the Johansonian theory of industry functions.

This theory combines micro level production with its characteristics

with the industry level one in a consistent way. The industry function

expresses the optimal structure of an industry in terms of cost-mini

mising production at industry level, given the micro-units with their

measured characteristics. This method thus provides possibilities for

measuring structural change and one of its most important components,

technical change, as well as industrial efficiency by means of changes

in the short-run production function. The purpose of this paper is to

illustrate the method, applied to the Nordic cement industry.

The method applied here is nonparametric and constructive in nature,

as opposed to the conventional test-theoretical or parametric approaches

applied in most of the empirical literature on production. It was de

veloped by Professor Lennart Hjalmarsson of Gothenburg and Finn F~rsund

of Oslo and first applied in a wider empirical context in the early

1980s in an analysis of the Swedish cement industry. The study referred

to was the first attempt to apply the approach to international com

parisons. Much work must, obviously, still be done, especially on the

decomposition of relative cost competition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background of the study

Econom1c research has, 1n recent years, gradually sh1fted 1ts atten

t10n from total econom1c growth at the macro level towards the struc

tural problems and development patterns of 1nd1v1dual 1ndustr1es. Th1s

may partly be due to the slow1ng down 1n product1v1ty growth and em

ployment problems 1n stagnat1ng 1ndustr1es (more or less 1n the after

math of increasing energy prices) wh1ch has often led to large govern

ment subsid1es to keep employment at an acceptable level. A d1s

cretionary and selective industrial and employment policy also

requires more e~act knowledge about the structure and structural

change within industries.

In spite of the close economic connections and strong interdependence

between the Nordic econom1es there seems to be no thorough 1nter

Nord1c comparisons of industrial productiv1ty levels and techn1cal

progress. The purpose of th1s study is to perform such an inter-Nord1c

comparison of an industry represented 1n all the Nord1c countries ex

cept Iceland, namely the cement industry. This pilot study is the

first part of a greater project aim1ng to analyse structural change in

the Nordic-industries.

Trad1tional stud1es of productiv1ty growth based on the common prac

tice of estimating a parametric production function (or its dual) typ

ically assumes that the observed data reflect a constant return to

scale structure of product1on and a static equi11br1um for the f1rm.

If these assumptions are violated, then estimates of productivity
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growth ~nclude the effects of scale econom~es and movements toward or

away from equ~l~br~um, ~n add~t~on to sh~fts ~n the structure of pro-

duct~on. Est~mates of productivity growth, and hence attempts to dis-

tingu~sh product~v~ty growth from movements along the production func-

t~on, depend heav~ly on the assumptions made regarding the structure

of product~on and the behav~our of the f~rm.

Most studies of productivity are usually based on the theory of eco-

nom~c index numbers and flex~ble funct~onal forms of production func-

tions p~oneered by Diewert in the midd-1970s. These studies give the

theoretical background of measur~ng total factor productivity by eco-

nomic ~ndex numbers and the related framework, based on the production

function concept of a representative f~rm, to perform comparisons be-

tween different time po~nts and different production un1ts. Our

approach ~n this study ~s different from the neoclass~cal apparatus

ment~oned above s~nce ~t ~s based on m~cro data for ~nd~v~dual k~lns,

allow~ng individual k~lns to d~ffer by th~~r techn~ques. Moreover the

analys1s is based on nonparametri~ production funct1ons. Our choice of

approach ~s due to the fact that th1s industry is character~sed by a

putty-clay technology, new technology being embodied ~n new capac~ty.

1.2. The Purpose of The study

In th~s study we w~ll make a compar~son of the development of produc

t~v~ty and techn~cal progress of the cement industry in the Nordic

countries: Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland dur~ng the per~od 1960

to 1980.
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There are several reasons for the cement industry being an interesting

sector to study:

1. Due to the rising energy prices in the 1970s, the cement industry
has drawn a great deal of attention as being fuel intensive see e.g.
Srinivasan and Fry (1981); Thus, it is an interesting question to in
vestigate the impact on the industry of the jumps in energy prices.

2. In the Nordic countries this industry expanded rapidly during the
1950s and 1960s due to the rapid increase in construction but in the
beginning or middle of the 1970s the boom in construction ended and the
demand for cement decreased substantially simultaneously with the large
rise in energy prices.

3. Capital .equipment for this industry is produced by just a few inter
national companies. The knowledge about available technologies and
theircharacteristics are well known among the cement producers.

It is reasonable to assume that all cement companies can choose from

the same ex ante or choice of technique function when investments are

made. This means that the main reasons for differences in productivity

between countries should be differences in the development of relative

prices, demand conditions, technical and managerial skill and the ef-

fects of public regulations.

4. There are considerable differences between the Nordic countries in
the level and development of relative prices for this industry during
the investigation period.

5. During the period the industry has largely converted from one tech
nology, wet kilns, to a~other technology, dry kilns except for Denmark.

6. Due to the market structure of very high concentration the industry
has been subject to public price regulation policy.

In this study we concentrate on investigating and comparing only the

cement manufacturing process. Other factors affecting the total econo-

my of the industry, such as pricing policy and transportation costs

etc. are left outside the analysis. Therefore the empirical approach

is partial, and aimed to highlight only the progress of production

technology.
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Depend1ng on the purpose of the analys1s there are several ways to

perform an 1ntercountry compar1son. In th1s study we w1ll ut1l1se the

short-run 1ndustry product1on funct1on.

The short-run 1ndustry product10n funct10n approach based on m1cro-

data 1s an espec1ally su1table method for the cement 1ndustry s1nce the

product 1s homogeneous, and the d1fferent product10n processes are 1n

pr1nc1ple separable. Moreover the var10us stages in cement manufac-

tur1ng processes are d1st1nct.

The long-run development of the cement 1ndustry 1s analysed on the bas1s

of the sh1fts 1n the short-run 1ndustry product10n function dur1ng the

period. The sho~t-run funct10n shows the actual, chosen product10n pos

s1b1l1t1es of the 1ndustry and 1t 1s changed by the 1nvestment 1n new

technologies and the scrapping of old capac1ty. More spec1f1cally th1s

product10n function approach may h1ghl1ght the follow1ng points:

a. Long-run subst1tut10n and b1as' 1n techn1cal progress.
b. The development of un1t costs due to techn1cal progress.
c. Differences 1n product1v1ty and techn1cal eff1c1ency between the.

countr1es and the t1me path of these d1fferences.
d. D1fferences 1n 1nternat1onal compet1t1veness.
e. The d1spers10n of different technologies and their compet1t1veness.

1n the 1ndustry at d1fferent relat1ve pr1ces.
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2. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND THE DATA

2.1. The Short-Run Production Function

The study is based on a production function approach originating from

Johansen (1972) and further developed for empirical applications in

F0rsund and Hjalmarsson (1983) and (1984). The corner stone in this

approach is the short-run industry (or, as Johansen called it, the

short-run macro) production function. A very brief sketch of this ap

proach is as follows. Let us consider an industry producing a homoge

neous output and comprising a certain number of firms. When investing

1n new equipment a firm chooses technology from the ex ante production

function which may be assumed to exhibit all traditional neoclassical

properties. After the investment has been carried out a new production

unit appears. The production possibilities of this unit are described

by the ex post production function at the micro level. This is assumed

to be a limitational law (fixed proportions production function) and

in addition there exists a maximum production capacity for this unit.

Aggregating in an efficient way a}l existing production units, charac

terised by their ex post production functions yields the short-run in

dustry production function.

Thus, the concept of the short-run industry production function rests on

an assumption of a vintage (putty-clay) structure within an industry;

i.e., that each unit in the industry, for example a plant or a part of

it, is characterised by fixed production coefficients with regard to cur

rent inputs, and the presence of fixed factors in the form of capital.

fixed capital only determines the capacity of the individual micro-units

and does not appear directly in the short-run function. Furthermore, it

is assumed that there are no costs associated with the utilisation of the

fixed factors in the short run.
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Thus the approach taken 1n th1s study 1s qu1te d1fferent from the stud

1es ment10ned 1n Chapter 1, s1nce 1t 1s based on an aggregat10n of m1cro

product1on funct10ns 1n a nonparametr1c way 1nto short-run 1ndustry pro

duction functions at different time points. This aggregation process is

based on max1m1sing output for a g1ven level of 1nputs. This also means

that the industry's total production costs are minimised for any factor

price ratio and any level of production, assuming that all un1ts of pro

duction face the same prices. The approach 1mplies also a parameter-free

minimum cost function from which average costs and marginal costs may be

calculated at different levels of output.

The maximising approach applied in this study when constructing the

short-run functi~n corresponds to the basic definition of a production

function, when an industry is regarded as one production un1t as op

posed to the traditionally estimated "average function" for an indus

try. According to the basic definition of the production function 1n

the pure theory of production (see e.g. Frisch 1965), the production

function in the technical sense provides the maximum amount of output

attainable with given amounts of inputs. As noted by Johansen (1972),

Sato (1975), and Hildenbrand (1981), the concept of the average produc

tion function is in principle not well-defined and does not correspond

to the production function concepts in the pure theory of production

or to those of Johansen's. A clear distinction between alternative con

cepts of the production function is essential in avoiding confusion in

production analysis; on the classification of different production

function concepts; cf. Johansen (1972) and Sato (1975).

Moreover, in our approach the short-run production function explicitly

recognises that the technology of individual m1cro units differs, and
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ut1lises all these 1ndividual micro technologies when the relat1onsh1p

between the aggregate industry output and micro unit inputs is estab

lished by explic1t optimisat1on. The conventional average function is

based on the not1on of a representative firm (plant), 1.e. in the

latter case it is assumed that all micro units have the same under

lying production technology, except for a random error term.

In order to compare the cement industry in the Nordic countries a well

defined norm, optimal structure, is needed. Because, the basic

approach of this study is to impose cost minimisation when deriving

industry product1on functions in order to present industry structures

as optimal structures based on the existing micro-units and their

characteristics, the structure of an industry is characterised, in the

short-run industry production function context, by the shape and

location of the substitution region, and the shape and spacing of the

isoquants. These depend on the distribution of technical properties of

the micro units from which the industry function is built up.

structural change at the industry level is then measured in terms of

changes in the optimal industry structures. It follows that there is

no universal measure or statistic of structural change as this change

is as rich 1n various dimens10ns as the structure itself, but there 1s

measures wh1ch 1llustrate partially the progress. Note that the

fam1lies of cost functions correspond1ng to short-run function 1s

another, equ1valent, way to describe the opt1mal structure.

The analysis conducted below at industry 'level has 1ts well def1ned

bas1s on micro relations. Under these circumstances the macro analysis

has well defined microfoundations, a feature which is unusual in indus

try studies at this stage of the arts in empirical economic literature.
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The opt1m1sat1on problem ra1sed by aggregat1ng the m1cro-un1ts to

1ndustry 1s a l1near programm1ng (LP) problem when the 1nput

coefficients are assumed to be constant. However, if one is 1nterested

in estab11shing a reasonable number of isoquants, solving the pro11fic

LP-problems is not a pract1cal procedure. Instead we apply the

geometr1c device developed 1n F~rsund and Hjalmarsson (1983) and

further elaborated in F~rsund and Hjalmarsson (1984) to locate all the

corner points of the isoquants. This yields a complete numerical

descr1ption of 1soguants and provides the whole set of isoguants thus

yielding a full characterisation of the production function. Due to

the linear structure of the problem the isoquants w1ll be piece w1se

l1near in the two-factor case cons1dered here. In spite of some

numerical difficulties, est1mates of the usual elasticities of scale

and substitution may also be calculated.

The set of ex post production functions of an industry in the input

coeff1c1ent space is called the capacity distribution. The capacity

distr1but1on may be represented by a d1agram where each production

unit is characterised by its input coefficients and capacity. As in

fact, the short-run production function is constructed on the basis of

such a capacity distributionin our approach, transforming the short-run

function to the input coefficient space yields the capacity region of

the short-run function. The transformed short-run production function

shows the region of feasible input coeffic1ents of the industry produc

tion function as a whole while the capacity distribut10n shows the

dispersion of individual units.

As an alternat1ve to represent the short-run function by the isoquant

map in the substitution region or capac1ty region it may also be use-
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ful to portray the complete efficient combinations of the micro units;

see F0rsund and Hjalmarsson (1984, Chapters 5 and 8). Starting at zero

industry production and expanding this to full capacity utilisation the

activity regions are formed by adding micro units in accordance with

the requirement that at each point in the substitution region maximum

industry output is obtained. For the activity regions representation

contains the complete set of all possible isoclines, such an activity

region representation of the substitution region allows one to follow

each individual unit's utilisation as a function of the industry's

capacity utilisation. Each unit is moved in parallel shifts in a

strip-like fashion from one boundary of the substitution region to the

other. We call the graph of this kind of movement of units partial (or

marginal) utilisation strips.

By drawing utilisation .strips for the kilns for each of the countries,

we can bring out their relative distribution. The various technologies

employed in industry can generally be analysed in a similar manner as

utilisation strips in order to portray technology strips.

The graphs of average and marginal cost curves along an expansion path

provide us with a comprehensive picture of variable cost structure for

each output level. As usual the elasticity of costs with respect to

output is defined as the ratio between marginal costs and average

costs and in the continuous case the inverse of this ratio is equal to

the elasticity of scale. The cost elasticity differs somewhat from the

inverse of the scale elasticities for the piecewise linear structure

of our short-run function, but the scale-elasticities along on

expansion path are calcutable. Obviously the minimum value of the

elasticity of cost is one but has to increase when a new unit enters.
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In principle the substitution properties of the short-run function a

long the isoquants are summarised by the substitution elasticity which

is elasticity of the factor proportion with respect to the marginal

rate of substitution. There are of course no substitution possibili

ties between the inputs of various micro units. But the dispersion of

technology between different plants shown by their different input co

efficients makes substitution at the industry level possible, since a

given amount of output can be produced with different combinations of

plants. In this study we are however not interested in investigating

the changes of short-run substitution possibilities, but the long run

changes. That is why we do not present estimates of elasticities of

substitution; (see e.g. F0rsund &Hjalmarsson 1983). However, one may

get visual impression of short-run substitution possibilities by

looking at the isoquant graphs of short-run functions. Changes of

elasticities of the scale and substitution throught time are also

aspects of structural change as well as technical change and it1s

biases.

2.2. Technical Change

Technical change may be characterised in several ways. We shall adopt

here the measures of technical change and factor bias introduced by

Salter (1960) and by F0rsund and Hjalmarsson (1979) and (1984), util

ising the duality correspondence between production and cost functions.

The first feature of technical change which is important is the rate

of movement of the isoquants of the production function towards the

origin. The extent of technical advance from one period to another in

the short-run production function is defined and measured by the rela-
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tive change in total unit costs between two points in time, t and t*,

t*>t, at a certain output level at constant factor prices:

Here X is the chosen output level and et the minimised costs at time t.

Essentially this procedure is analogous to the index number problem,

for it involves asking what changes in unit cost function (or produc

tion function) would take place if relative prices were constant. In

this way substitution type changes in technique may be eliminated and

the charasteristics of technical advance described by reference to

techniques which. differ only by shifts in unit cost or production

function from one period to another. In an industry where technical

advance is rapid, there would be large differences in the position of

corresponding isoquant levels and in a technically stagnant industry,

the isoquants will be stationary.

The second feature of technical advance which is important relates to

the biases towards uneven factor saving. Salter's measure of factor

bias is defined as the relative change in the cost minimising factor

ratio for a given output level at constant factor prices:

0ij ; (Vi,t*/Vj,t*)/(Vi,t/Vj,t);

where Vk,t are the inputs at time t, k ; i.j. i ; j. i.j ; l •... ,n

Technical change may be characterised by the biases of factor saving.

If 0ij ;s greater (less) than one this means that technical change is
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factor 1-us1ng (sav1ng) relat1ve to factor j. B1ases and techn1cal

change sh1ft the locat1on of the subst1tut1on region in an uneven way

and moreover changes the location and shape of isoquants. The change

in elast1c1ty of substitution is another d1mens1on of technical

change, not treated here; see Salter (19&0).

The connection between a ser1es of short-run 1ndustry production func

t10ns over t1me goes through the ex ante product1on functions of the

micro units with the f1xed factors as variables. The ex ante funct10n

is the choice of technique function for the construction of an indi

vidual micro unit. The short-run industry production function reflects

both the history of ex ante funct10ns over time and the actual choices

made from these ex ante funct1ons. Production at any point of time must

be compat1ble with the short-run function.

The changes in the short-run industry function and related concepts

through time will be generated by many more factors than technical

progress as represented by changes in the ex ante funct1ons, by which

new techn1ques are supp11ed. One m1ght therefore expect the changes 1n

the short-run funct10n to be more complicated and less accessible to a

representation in terms of limited number of parameters of an

analytical production function. Thus the short-run production function

and its d1fferent properties to a high degree will be illustrated

graphically in the empir1cal sect1ons.
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2.3. The Cement Manufacturing Process

The raw material in cement production is lime or chalk mixed with clay

containing silica, alumina and iron oxide. To obtain the desired com-

position additional raw materials are used. Cement manufacturing is

one of the most energy intensive industrial processes.

The cement manufacturing process consists of four phases:

1. Crushing and grinding the raw materials.
2. Blending the materials in the correct proportions.
3. Burning the prepared mix in a kiln.
4. Grinding the burned product, clinker, together with gypsum to

cement.

In the cement manufacturing process, the output is homogeneous; the

production process is relatively uncomplicated and separable from ot-

her activities of the plant. In the various Nordic countries, differ-

ent production techniques have been in use up to this decade.

The three different main types of technologies used in cement produc-

tion are the wet, dry and semidry processes, according to the nature

of the kiln which is the main part of the plant.

2.4. The Data

The data has been collected for five-year intervals from 1960 to 1980

from the individual cement companies. The data includes the energy

consumption of each kiln. The energy consumption is fairly closely

tied to the nature of the capital equipment, and fits quite well into

the putty-clay assumption. The energy sources in burning are coal and
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oil and in crushing and grinding electricity, which, in our calcula

tions, have been converted to a common physical unit, calories. Note,

however, that the energy coefficient varies somewhat with the utilisa

tion of production capacity, i.e. it decreases with rising utilisation.

The labour input is not as dependent on the kiln, since it is tied to

the plant as a whole, which may comprise several kilns. We have, never

theless, opted for keeping the kiln as our production un1t, and for

distributing labour to the kilns 1n proportion to total production.

Labour input 1s measured in hours. We have also obtained the

production capacity for each kiln. The estimation of capac1ty varies

somewhat between countries. Maximum daily capacity is defined in more

or less the same way, but there are national differences in the count

of annual operating hours.

As regards the Danish data it was not possible to obtain kiln specific

energy data. But the Danish kilns are so similar as to the basic wet

technology that the variation of energy coefficients is very small.

The main features of the development at industry level is summarised

in the Tables 1 and 2.
I



Table 1. The cement 'ndustry 1n Norway, F'n1and, Sweden and Denmark
1960-80.

Table '2. Development of factor pr'ces 'n the NordIc cement 'ndustr'es
1960-80 'n each country's currency.

Taken 'nto Taken out of Development of
Produc- CapacHy No. of No. productIon product' on Wage Energy relat've prIce

Capac1ty t'on utnlsa- ex'stlng of wet Year rate**) cost (labour/energy)
'Year (ktonnes) (ktonnes) t'on (%) knns kilns ('n prev'ous 5 year per'od)

Norway*) NOK/hour NOK/Gcal. Gcal/hour Index
Norway

1961 7.8 8.3 0.9 1.0
1960 1155 1139 99 9 6 - - 1965 10.6 8.0 1.3 1.4
1965 1708 1484 87 9 6 3 3 1970 15.9 7.7 2.1 2.2
1970 2759 2526 92 11 7 2 0 1915 48.8 53.1 0.9 1.0
1915 2159 2599 94 11 1 0 0 1980 69.4 82.6 0.8 0.9
1980 2422 2101 87 9 6 0 2 .,

Sweden SEK/hour SEK/Gcal. Gcal/hour Index

Sweden 1960 7.4 9.6 0.8 1.0
1965 11 .1 8.3 1.3 1.7

1960 2962 2197 94 20 17 - - 1910 15.3 1.3 2.1 2.7
1965 3144 3846 103* 23 18 4 1 1915 26.5 31.1 0.8 1.1
1910 4967 ; 3968 80 25 19 4 2 1980 55.2 69.1 0.8 1.0
1975 4314 3415 18 19 12 2 8 .
1980 3821 2321 61 9 3 1 11 Denmark DKK/hour DKK/Gcal. Gcal/hour Index

1960 6.2 8.8 0.7 1.0
Denmark 1965 9.2 8.4 1.1 1.6

1910 16.6 8.3 2.0 2.8
1960 809 805 100 7 7 1915 36.5 35.1 1.0 1.4 ...J

- - (J'I

1965 1099 1013 92 8 8 1 0 1980 62.5 50.9 1.2 1.1
1910 1493 1414 95 8 8 1 1
1915 2015 1833 91 1 7 2 3 F1nland FIM/hour fIM/Gca 1. Gcal/hour Index
1980 2015 1963 97 7 7 0 0

1960 2.8 4.7 0.6 1.0
1965 4.1 4.1 0.9 1.5

F1nland 1910 6.6 6.8 1.0 1.6
1915 18.1 26.5 0.7 1.2

1960 1125 997 89 9 9 - - 1980 29.2 41.2 0.1 1.2
1965 1605 1452 90 11 11 2 0
1910 2005 1781 84 13 10 2 0
1915 2415 1923 80 14 1 1 0 *) For 1961-15 the f'gures refer to a s'ng1e establ'shment;
1980 2335+ 1569 61 9 2** 1 6 (2**) for 1980 to the average for the whole Industry.

**) IncludIng soc'al 'nsurance costs.

*) The number of operat'ng hours th's year exceeded the number of hours
def1n'ng full capac'ty ut'l'sat'on.

**) Mothballed.

+) Included monthba11ed capac'ty.
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3. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS. INTERCOUNTRY COMPARISONS

3.1. Introduction

We shall employ here two main ways of comparing the cement industries

in Nordic countries. The first comparison of the cement industries will

be to show various countries· characteristics for the same year togeth

er in the same figure. The second comparison is obtained by merging

the three data sets into one pooled Nordic set and then exhibiting

characteristics of this set by means of pooled Nordic production and

cost functions where the individual countries can be identified. This

is done in the next chapter.

3.2. The Capacity Distribution

We begin the comparisons by looking at the capacity distributions of

the four countries. These are shown in the Figures 1.-3. where the

capacities of the kilns are scaled such that in each year the size of

the square representing the largest kiln has been normalised to the

same area. From the figures we notice that there are some clear dif

ferences in the developments between the countries during the period.

In 1960 Finnish kilns have the lowest input coefficients of labour.

while some Swedish and Norwegian kilns are the most energy efficient

ones. Except for one Swedish kiln. the least efficient ones are Nor

wegian. The differences in kiln size are relatively small. but there

is some tendency for the largest kilns to be the most efficient ones

when considering both input dimensions. and all Swedish kilns are the

next most efficient ones as regards labour productivity. after Denmark.
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1. Capac1ty d1str1but1on of the Nord1c-cement 1ndustry 1n 1960.
The s1ze of the square of a un1t 1s proportional to its capac1ty.
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2. Capacity d1stribut1on of the Nord1c cement industry in 1970.
The size of the square of a unit is proport1onal to its capacity.
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Figure 3. Capacity distribution of the Nordic cement industry in 1980.
The size of the square of a unit is proportional to its capacity.
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Between 1960 and 1970 there was a change in the rela-

tive position between the countries. Now the Danish kilns turn out to

be the most efficient ones as regards labour, while a Norwegian kiln

is the most energy efficient followed by some Swedish and Norwegian

kilns. Most Finnish kilns are in the centre of the distribution. The

size distribution is more uneven than in 1960 and there is a more

clear tendency for the largest, dry, kilns to be the most efficient

ones in both input dimensions, while two large wet kilns are less ef-

ficient as regards energy.

In the 1970s there was a further change in the relative positions in

the distribution, except for Denmark still being the most labour ef

ficient. In 1980 a Swedish kiln now appears as the most efficient.

Especially the Norwegian kilns, with a few exceptions, are lagging
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beh1nd together w1th the three least eff1c1ent F1nn1sh kilns. The slze

d1str1but1on 1s st111 more skewed and there 1s a clear tendency for

the largest k1lns to belong to the set of the most eff1c1ent ones.

A general feature of the developments of the capac1ty d1str1butions 1s

a relat1vely greater reduct10n 1n labour 1nput coeffic1ents. For all

countries there was a rather large movement of the d1str1butions to

wards the energy axes, part1cularly between 1960 and 1970. Th1s in

crease 1n labour eff1c1ency holds both for new and old kilns, technical

progress be1ng both embod1ed and d1sembodied. Decreas1ng labour 1nput

coefficients partly reflect the increase in size of the kilns (a

larger unit does not requ1re more labour than a smaller one).

Slnce energy 1nput coeffic1ents are largely embodied in the k11n tech

nology, we cannot expect much change for ex1st1ng k11ns. For all coun

tr1es except Denmark, there are typ1cally marked reduct10ns 1n energy

1nput coeffic1ents, when old k1lns are rebu11t or when new k11ns are

taken 1nto use. An except10n 1s the largest Swed1sh wet k11n, wh1ch d1d

not keep up w1th the ex ante expectations about energy use. One expla

nat10n might be 1nherent techn1cal problems 1n process control when 1n

creas1ng the scale. In Sweden a new large dry k11n was taken 1nto op

erat10n 1n 1979. Accord1ng to eng1neer1ng expectat1ons, the energy 1n

put coefficients should be very low, but th1s was not yet fully real

ised 1n 1980. An older kiln performed somewhat better. As regards

Denmark, the var1ations over the years do not reflect any techn1cal

change but var1at1ons in ut111sat1on rates and random operat1onal ef

ficiency.

As regards existing k11ns, there are several Norweg1an and Swedish

(but not Finn1sh) ones, wh1ch show decreasing energy eff1c1ency both
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between 1960 and 1970 and between 1970 and 1980. The explanation for

this might be the reduction in capacity utilisation and conversion of

fuel from 011 to coal in Denmark and Sweden. As pointed out above, coal

means a slight decrease in energy efficiency. Finnish kilns have

always used only coal.

There are great differences between the countries between 1970 and

1980 as regards the creation of new capacity. For Sweden about 60

percent of the capacity in 1980 was taken into operation after 1970,

while the corresponding figures are 40 for Denmark and Finland and

zero for Norway. Since new capacity in general is more efficient than

the old one, these differences will show up in differences in techni

cal advance.

3.3. The Short-Run Production Functions and the Capacity Regions

We can compare each country's short-run function, and its corresponding

capacity region too, for the same year in the same figure. This is done

in Figures 4.-9.

Starting in 1960 we find the regions of substitution and the capacity

regions for Finland and Denmark on the one hand and Norway on the ot

her hand on each side of that of Sweden. The Finnish and Danish struc

ture is characterised by low input coefficients for labour and high

for energy while the opposite holds for Norway. Sweden being in be

tween. This is consistent with the differences in factor prices so far

that Finland (due to coal-prices) has the lowest energy prices at the

1980 exchange rates among the Nordic countries; see Table 2. On the
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other hand Finland has also the lowest cost of labour and moreover the

lowest relative price of labour among the Nordic countries during the

period 1960 to 1980; see Table 3. During the 1960s Sweden had the

highest relative price of labour which is consistent with its greater

energy using structure in comparison with Norway. We shall not, how

ever, stress the link to differences in relative prices in 1960 too

far since the observed structure in that year is a result of the past

history of relative prices, including capital prices, and the develop

ment of the ex ante production function.

If somewhat loosely, productivity is measured by the distance from the

origin to the same isoquant levels in the different countries we ob

serve approximately the same productivity level for all countries ex

cept Denmark in 1960.

In 1970 the slimmer substitution regions of Norway and Finland are now

inside that of Sweden, while Denmark's has moved towards the energy

axis, see Figure 6. This almost also holds for the capacity regions.

Looking at the difference in relative prices it turns out that the cost

of energy has increased for Finland and decreased (due to decreasing

oil prices) for Sweden and Norway almost cancelling out the earlier

energy price level difference; see Table 2. As a matter of fact, at

the current exchange rate, energy costs in Finland are somewhat higher

intercountry differences in 1970 except for Norway. The relatively high

Norwegian labour-energy ratio is due to discretionary employment poli

cy inducing the Norwegian firm to keep its level of employment constant.

Turning to productivity differences we find that the isoquants of

Sweden now are closest to the origin next to Finland and Norway and

lastly Denmark.
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3.4. Techn'cal Change and Related B'ases

To prov'de a summary of our findings of technical progress and bias

the Salter measures for the per'od 1960 to 1980 along the expension

paths corresponding to 1980 Norwegian prices are summarised in Table

3. (In original study these measures are calculated and reported at

five years periods)

Table 3. Salter measures of technical progress and bias from 1960 to
1980 in the Nordic countries.

Output level (ktonnes)

Technical
Progress Frontier 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

Norway 0.42 0.42 0.35
Sweden -·0.29 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.24 0.24
Denmark 0.74 0.74
Finland 0.60 0.61 0.52

Bias

Norway 2.19 2.03 2.09
Sweden 3.11 3.04 2.83 3.15 3.27 3.14
Denmark 4.04 4.04
Finland 1.43 1.24 1.30

There is an overall pattern of coincidence between the degree of bias

and technical progress, Denmark being the exception. High rates of

technical progress are associated with strong labour saving bias in

the case of Sweden and a low rate of progress associated with a small

bias in the case of Finland, Norway being in between. The very high

labour saving bias in Denmark between 1965 and 1970 also coincided

with the highest rate of technical progress for any subperiod. During

this period the relative price of labour almost doubled in Denmark;

see Table 2.
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The rate of technical change seems to be highest in Sweden, then

Norway and Finland. In the last two countries it seemed to be highest

at the higher levels of industry capasity thus reflecting the fact

that at best part of the capacity there is not so much room for

progress than in older kilns.

Comparing the development between different periods all countries ex

cept Denmark show a strong rate of technical progress of almost the

same magnitude between 1960 and 1965, a period characterised by rapid

ly increasing relative price of labour and a strong labour saving bias.

After that the uniformity between the countries disappears. Between

1965 and 1970 the rate of technical progress is still high in Norway

and higher than for any country and five year period. In Finland it is

negligible and in Sweden at about the same rate as in the beginning of

the 1960s. Denmark experiences the most rapid technical progress in

this period. In 1970 the relative prices of labour peaked in all coun

tries but at a much higher level in Norway than in the other countries.

For the period 1970 to 1975 technical change in Norway went into a se

vere technical regress while it increased again in Finland. Sweden

showed some slowdown but was still at about the same rate as Finland.

During the last five year period technical progress was still negative

in Norway and decreased to almost a negligible level in Finland, and

to a standtill in Denmark, but increased again in Sweden.

3.5. Further Comparisons of Productivity and Internal Efficiency

In the previous section productivity levels were somewhat loosely com

pared. By analysing the productivity figures portrayed in the Salter
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d'agrams (not shown here) relat've compar'sons of product'vity levels

can be performed in a more precise way. Table 4. shows the relative

difference in best pract'ce labour and energy productivity and the

corresponding values at median capacity. When interpreting Table 4.

the development of the capacity regions shown in F'gures 5. 7 and 9

should be consulted.

Table 4. Index of productivity levels for labour and energy at best
practice and med'an capacity levels. Finland = lOO each year.

Year Country

Labour

Best
practice Median

Energy

Best
practice Median

,- Norway 57 45 124 lOO
Sweden 76 60 124 104

1960 Denmark 72 79 76 86
Finland lOO 100 lOO 100

Norway 120 75 121 94
Sweden 116 92 120 95

1970 Denmark 124 133 65 80
Finland 100 100 100 100

Norway 18 76 98 86
Sweden 165 150 102 111

1980 Denmark 181 182 54 60
Finland 100 100 100 100

Table 4. shows the phys'cal relative productivity differences. However,

it is also of interest to compare actual competitiveness for observed

domestic prices and current exchange rates. The cost functions shown in

figures la. 11. 12 and 13 may be utilised in such comparisons.



Figure 10.
The marginal and average cost functions of the Norwegian
cement Industry 1960, 1970 and 1980 In Norwegian 1980
prl1:es.
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Figure 11.

The marginal and average cost functIons of the Swed'sh
cement 'ndustry 1960, 1970 and 1980 at 1980 pr'ces.
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Relat~ve competit~veness measured by unit variable costs of product~on

are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Compet~tiveness of the Nordic cement industries. Variable
costs of Norway, Sweden and Denmark compared with those of
Finland at 1980 pr~ces and exchange rates

Country Relative variable factor costs

best pract~ce least efficient
capacity capacity

Norway 1.5 1.8
Sweden 1.2 1.5
Denmark 1.9 1.9

The calculations are based on 1980 prices and exchange rates. The de-

velopment from 1960 may be studied by combining the ~nformation of ex-

change rates in Table 2 and the cost curves in Figures 10, 11, 12 and

13. We see that both for best pract~ce and worst practice kilns the

F~nnish ones are the most competit~ve as regards variable production

costs, the Danish costs for their best practice capacity and the

Norwegian costs for their worst practice capacity be~ng almost double

those for Finland.

The cost figures can be further utilized to calculate various measures

characterising the structure of the cement production in all countries

except Denmark (due to lack of indiv~dual kiln data). Comparing actual

observed costs with minimised costs obta~ned when produc~ng the ob-

served output according to the short-run function yields a measure of

overall efficiency for the industry in the spirit of Farrell (1957).

However, this measure does not show whether this efficiency figure ~s

obtained due to efficient capacity utilisation or due to the extent of

the range of inefficiency. A measure of the latter is obtained by com-
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paring the m1n1m1sed costs and the maximal costs at the observed out

put. The max1mal costs (without waste of 1nputs) are found by start1ng

at the full capac1ty p01nt and moving towards the origin along the ex

pans10n path unt11 the observed output level 1s reached (calculated

from the full capac1ty point as the origin). The cost figures are cal

culated in 1980 prices in local currencies, i.e. the measures are ba

sed on figures 10, 11 and 13. The costs are imputed at average prices

reported in Table 2.

Although Norway is a high cost producer compared with Sweden and Fin

land, Table 6 reveals that the structural efficiency measures are

quite high, i.e. the internal organisation of production in Norway is

efficient. For l~60 the overall efficiency measure is about one, but

this reflects the almost full capacity utilisation that year as seen

from the figures on these in Table 1 reproduced in the last column of

Table 6. The difference between the possible performance and the best

one, scope of improvement column, is only about one per cent. The

relative efficiency measure, actual utilisation of the scope of im

provement, shows a realisation of 81 per cent. Even when the scope of

improvement increases for 1910 and 1980 due to lower rate of capacity

utilisation the overall efficiency measure is quite close to one, and

the level of realisation of potential improvement is about 70 to 80

per cent.

The measures for Sweden reveal a lower level of overall efficiency and

especially a lower level of realisation of potential improvement, and

both measures are decreasing from 1910 to 1980. The scope for improve

ment and the capacity utilisation rates are markedly lower than for

Norway, the latter being on the level of 46-52 per cent. The low level
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6. structural eff'c'ency of the Nord'c cement 'ndustries.

Overa 11 Scope of RelatIve
eff IcIency Improvement effIcIency

Cmln(XO) CmlnlXO) Cmax(XO)-C(XO) Cmln(75~)

C(XO) Cl1l<lx(XO) Cl1l<lXIXO)-Cmln(XO) Cl1l<lx(15l1.)

1960 1.00 0.99 0.81
Norway 1970 0.98 0.95 0.69

0.86

1980 0.99 0.94
0.84

0.76 0.68

1960 0.98·) 0.98·) .)
Sweden 1910

- 0.92
0.94 0.89 0.52

1980 0.91 0.65 0.46
0.81
0.69

1960 0.97 0.95 0.34
FInland 1970 0.96 0.93 0.49

0.68

1980 0.98 0.89 0.79
0.68
0.92

Capac Ity
utilIsa
tIon

0.99
0.92
0.67

0.94
0.80
0.61

0.69
0.84
0.61

.) FIgures not comparable due to p d tleffIcIent kIlns leadIng to actu~~ uc on greater than capacIty at several lesscosts beIng greater than maxll1l<ll costs.

c • total varIable costs

Cmln = mInImIsed varIable costs

Cmax • l1l<lxll1l<ll varIable costs (no waste)

Xo • observed output

75 % • output level correspondIng to 7~ per cent capacIty utIlIsatIon

of relat've eff'c'ency 'n 1980 is due to a new eff'cient large k'ln

be'ng run at a low level of capac'ty ut'l'sat'on.

The overall eff'ciency measures foY Finland are almost as high as for

Norway, being 'n the interval 0.96-0.98. But espec'ally for 1960 we see

the 'mportance of calculat'ng also relat've eff'c'ency measures. The

h'gher scope of 'mprovement 'n ~'n1and than Norway impl'es a cons'der

ably lower level of realisation of potential cost 'mprovement; only 34

per cent's realised. This situat'on gradually improves, so 'n 1980

the picture for F'nland 's quite the opposite to that of Sweden. Over

all efficiency is at ,ts highest,:and relative efficiency at 19 per
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cent. Th1s 1s partly expla1ned by two less eff1cient monthballed k1lns

not being used, but 1ncluded in potential capacity.

Since the rate of capacity utilisation var1es over the years and

countries the scope of 1mprovement at 75 per cent capacity utilisation

1s also shown in Table 6. The levels are fa1rly equal and stable be

tween countr1es 1n the 1nterval 0.84 to 0.92; 1.e. max1mal potent1al

cost 1mprovements 1n the range of 16 to 8 per cent. The levels 1n

crease from 1970 to 1980 for all countr1es 1nd1cat1ng a more equal

techn1cal structure.

When evaluat1ng structural eff1c1ency measures 1n Table 6. it must be

kept 1n mind that they focus exclus1vely on product1ve effic1ency...
Transportat10n costs have not been taken into'cons1derat1on.
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4. POOLED DATA ANALYSIS

4.1. Nord1c Cost Funct10ns

Poo11ng the data sets perm1ts a study of the compet1t1veness of the

Nord1c countr1es' cement product10n due to techn1cal d1fferences 1n

ut1lis1ng current 1nputs.

In th1s sect10n we 11m1t our presentat10n to the development of the

Nord1c average and marg1nal cost funct10ns 1n 1960, 1970 and 1980 for

the same pooled data set. The cost funct10ns are derived on the bas1s

of the observed factor pr1ce rat10 1n Norway 1n 1980 but due to the

s1m1lar1ty in relat1ve factor pr1ces the results are not very

sens1t1ve to th1s ch01ce. The result is presented 1n F1gure 15 The

Heckscher d1agrams and the pos1tion of 1ndividual country kilns are

shown 1n Figures 14.

As we move outwards along the average cost curves on expansion path,

the ut111sat1on of the 1nd1v1dual countries kilns are labelled N for

Norway, S for Sweden, D for Denmark and F for Finland. Along the cho

sen path the features of the cost curves change towards a more flatter

shape during the 1960s, in spite of an increased skewness in the s1ze

distribution of capacity on the period, while this tendency is re

versed again in the 1970s due to some less efficient Norweg1an k1lns.

We observe that in 1960 the most cost effective kilns are Finnish, then

some Swedish, then the Danish and then some Norwegian, etc., while 1n

1970 some of the Norwegian k1lns are the most cost effect1ve. In 1980

the main bulk of Swedish capac1ty comes first, while Danish and Nor

wegian k1lns constitute the last third of capacity. These Norwegian

and Danish kilns push the graph of the marginal cost curve upwards.
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In add1t1on to the 1nformat10n obta1ned by the marg1nal cost curve the

Heckscher d1agram reveals a dec11n1ng share of labour costs dur1ng the

per10d 1960 to 1970. There 1s also a clear tendency towards low un1t

costs for large un1ts. Th1s tendency 1s accentuated 1n 1980.

4.2. Capac1ty Ut111sat1on by Country

In order to get a complete p1cture and 1n order to check to wh1ch de

gree the ut111sat1on of each countryls k11ns are dependant on the ex

pans10n path chosen, we shall 1nvest1gate here how the countr1es l k11ns

are ut111sed 1n the ent1re ut111sat1on reg10n by form1ng act1v1ty re

g10ns for 1nd1v1dual k11ns 1n each country. S1nce the act1v1ty reg10n

presentat10n all~ws one to follow each 1nd1v1dual k11n ls ut111sat1on

as a funct10n of the 1ndustry ls capac1ty ut111sat10n, 1t 1l1ustrates

the techn1cal compet1t1veness of the 1nd1v1dual k11ns 1n a Nord1c

framework. From the computer output 1t 1s poss1ble to recognise each

1nd1v1dual k11n and follow 1ts pos1t1on at every 1soquant level. The

f1gures of th1s sect10n portray the part1al (or marginal) ut11isat1on

str1ps, 1.e. the graphs of the movements of 1nd1v1dual k11ns at the

marg1n of the1r prof1tab111ty measured by the1r var1able costs as the

capac1ty ut111sat10n rate of Nord1c cement 1ndustry 1ncreases. K11ns

be1ng ut111sed from the r1ght-hand boundary are not used 1n the area

to the left of the1r part1al ut111sat1on str1ps wh11e they are fully

ut111sed to the r1ght and v1ce versa for k11ns be1ng ut111sed from the

left-hand boundary.

F1gures 16-17 111ustrate th1s for F1nland 1n 1960, and Norway 1n 1970;

For a more deta11ed explos1t1on, consult the or1g1nal pub11cat1on.
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We see that in 1960, a large proportion of the Finnish kilns have

entered the area at the energy input axis near the origin. That is,

they are labour efficient. However, utilisation strips for Finnish

kilns are found throughout most of the substitution region. A small

amount of the Finnish capacity is less efficient in both dimensions

and is utilised accross the utilisation region to the level of about

80 per cent of total Nordic capacity.

In 1970, some Norwegian kilns are included almost from the beginning.

They are in the area towards the energy axis. That is, they are par

ticularly efficient with regard to labour. (These are dry kilns). The

bulk of Norwegian kilns, however, are utilised in the second half of

total production capacity and also at the very high level of produc

tion. This means -that in 1970 those Norwegian kilns acted as marginal

kilns at the relative prices used.

Notice, that this kind of calculation is at the same time an overall

sensitivity analysis of the cost function to prices. The analysis

shows that ranking of the countries kilns will depend to some extent

upon the expansion path used calculating the cost function. So the

ranking of kilns depend on relative prices.

4.3. Technology Utilisation Patterns

In this section we illustrate the utilisation of the two basic tech

nologies of cement production. Partial utilisation patterns of semi

dry and dry technology within the Nordic short-run production func

tions are displayed for the years 1960, and 1980 in Figures 18-19



Figure 16.
The short-run Industry productIon functIon of the Hord'c
cement 1ndustry 1n 19&0. PartIal utIlIsatIon strIps of
FInnIsh kIlns.
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Figure 18.
The short-run Industry productIon functIon of the NordIc
cement Industry 1n 19&0. PartIal utlllsat10n strIps of
semI-dry and dry kIlns.
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Figure 17.
The short-run Industry productIon funct10n of the Nord1c
cement 1ndustry In 1910. PartIal utll1satlon strIps of
Norweg1an k11ns.
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Figure 19.

The short-run 1ndustry productIon functIon of the NordIc
cement 1ndustry In 1980. Part1al utIlIsatIon strIps of
semI-dry and dry kIlns.
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The overall 1mpress1on from the f1gure 18 1s that sem1-dry and dry

k11ns are used throughout the subst1tut10n reg1on. In 1960 the str1ps

of parallelograms move 1n a 10ng1tud1nal d1rect1on. At high energy

pr1ces they enter early along the lower boundary end1ng at much h1gher

1soquant levels at the upper boundary. That 1s, rank1ng of the k1lns

accord1ng to increas1ng energy input coeff1cients gives quite another

order than ranking the kilns accord1ng to increasing labour 1nput

coefficients.

In 1980 the pattern has changed. Now several k11ns in the middle range

of the subst1tution reg10n move 1n a latitud1nal way across the sub-

stitution reg1on. The marg1nal ut1lisation of these k1lns are more

scale dependent.·~h1s means that they have about the same ranking num-

ber in both the energy and the labour dimension. In 1980 th~ whole dry

capac1ty is fully ut11ised at lower industry capacity ut11isation as

opposed to previous years. Dry capac1ty is more eff1c1ent relat1ve to

the wet one compared with earlier years.

The analysis show that the kiln technology is relatively dependent on

factor price ratios. This feature is also 1n certa1n sense of common
.'. ..

interest e.g. when speaking about the appropr1ate technology in

develop1ng countries.
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